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I am not a financial advisor, nor should

any underlying cryptocurrencies,

examples or any information within

this presentation be taken as literal

financial advice. 

Please consult your advisor.

Legal

disclaimer



Cryptocurrency. 

What is it?

A digital currency in which transactions are verified and

records maintained by a decentralized system using

cryptography, rather than by a centralized authority.

Definition

Early days: trade

Silver/gold

Centralized authority

Removal of centralized authorities 

Stages of Currency and Transfer of Value



Definition

A system in which a record of transactions

made in cryptocurrencies are maintained

across several computers that are linked in

a peer-to-peer network.

Blockchain is a type of technology, not a

single network.

The Blockchain

Primary Advantages

Data tracking and storage

Trust in the data 

No more intermediaries 
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Major players

Bitcoin (BTC: mkt cap $557B) USDC (mkt cap $53B)

Ethereum (ETH: mkt cap $219B) Cardano (ADA: mkt cap $21B)

Tether (USDT: mkt cap $72B)
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Car payment

Rather than having an intermediary such as a bank, can have the

blockchain verify there are in fact enough funds to be transferred

over. 

Real-world

applications

Land transfer

Rather than having an intermediary such as a lawyer and a bank,

can have the blockchain verify ownership of land.

Investments

International transactions.

Supply Chain

Ensuring items en route and authenticity of items. 



Bitcoin Lightning
Network



Lightning Network
Comparison

Visa
4000 tx/s

BTC
7 tx/s - 1 MB block sizes BTC Lightning: off-chain

approach. On a layer above the

primary BTC blockchain. 

Good for micro-transactions and

settlement onto the main chain.

Millions of tx/s

BTC Lightning



Drawbacks
Some of the limitations of cryptocurrency

Scalability

Network fees

Forking: technical changes, cultural differences, or what the

developers value

Hacking: digital wallets and platforms

Volatility: what should they be worth?

Environmental concerns: large amounts of electricity

Criminal use

Centralization with respect to entities developing crypto



Benefits
Societal value

Transactional limitations are removed 

Very little transactional fees on making international payments

Intermediaries 

Scalability

Software: can be expanded on and upgraded

Solves many issues plaguing supply chain





"Cryptocurrency will be
the 12th sector of the

S&P"



elias@topdish.ca

Email Address

Thank you!
Feel free to reach out if you have any questions.


